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Abstract
Background: Knowing the submitochondria localization of a mitochondria protein is an important
step to understand its function. We develop a method which is based on an extended version of
pseudo-amino acid composition to predict the protein localization within mitochondria. This work
goes one step further than predicting protein subcellular location. We also try to predict the
membrane protein type for mitochondrial inner membrane proteins.
Results:  By using leave-one-out cross validation, the prediction accuracy is 85.5% for inner
membrane, 94.5% for matrix and 51.2% for outer membrane. The overall prediction accuracy for
submitochondria location prediction is 85.2%. For proteins predicted to localize at inner
membrane, the accuracy is 94.6% for membrane protein type prediction.
Conclusion: Our method is an effective method for predicting protein submitochondria location.
But even with our method or the methods at subcellular level, the prediction of protein
submitochondria location is still a challenging problem. The online service SubMito is now available
at: http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/subMito
Background
Mitochondria are subcellular organelles that appear only
in eukaryotic cells. They are surrounded by two layers of
membrane, the inner membrane and the outer mem-
brane. Proteins which are localized within mitochondria
play important roles in energy metabolism process. Inner
membrane, outer membrane and matrix contain proteins
which contribute to different procedures in energy metab-
olism. It has been proved that mitochondria are involved
in several complex biological processes, like programmed
cell death[1] and ionic homeostasis[2]. There are over 100
kinds of complex diseases related with mitochondria.
Thus, it is important to understand the protein function
within mitochondria.
Knowing protein localization is an important step to
understand its function. But, to experimentally identify
the protein subcellular location is costly and time con-
suming. A host of computational systems which are
designed for predicting protein subcellular location had
been developed during the last two decades. Various fea-
tures of sequence had been used for predicting protein
subcellular location, such as terminal signalling pep-
tides[3,4], amino acid composition [5-8], pseudo-amino
acid composition[9,10], dipeptide composition[11,12],
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functional domain composition[13,14] and GO informa-
tion[14,15]. And a number of machine learning
approaches had been introduced to predict protein sub-
cellular location, such as the Markov chain method[16],
discriminate function[17,18], SVM[9,19-21], artificial
neural network[22,23], OET-KNN[24], fuzzy-KNN[11]
and classifier fusion technique [24-26]. Some reviews
described most of these methods in detail[27,28]. Most of
these methods assigned a unique subcellular location for
a protein. But other methods can assign more than one
subcellular locations for a protein [29-31], which are
called multiplex subcellular location predictors.
Recently, the advances of experimental technology have
enabled the large-scale identification of nuclear pro-
teins[32,33]. A database for nuclear proteins and their
subnuclear location has been constructed[34]. The predic-
tion of protein subcellular location has been extended to
a new level, the subnuclear level[35,36], where the pro-
tein location within cell nucleus can be predicted.
To the best of our knowledge, however, there exists no
computational system for predicting protein submito-
chondria location. In this paper, we develop a computa-
tional system called SubMito to predict the
submitochondria location for a protein only from its pri-
mary sequence. The system can assign one of the three
submitochondria locations which are mitochondria inner
membrane, mitochondria outer membrane and mito-
chondria matrix for a sequence. Since there had been sev-
eral sophisticated methods for predicting mitochondria
protein, like MitoPred[37], this prediction that goes one
level deeper should be a good complement to the mito-
chondrial protein identification systems.
Membrane protein type prediction is another challenging
problem. Some powerful methods [38-45] have been
introduced to predict membrane protein type for a mem-
brane protein. We try to integrate membrane protein type
prediction with submitochondria location prediction. We
predict the membrane protein type for a protein after we
predict it to be a membrane protein. Due to the limitation
of the data, we only predict membrane protein type for
mitochondrial inner membrane proteins.
We hope that our work can provide a useful complement




Since the leave-one-out cross validation method is more
objective and rigorous[27] than sub-sampling methods,
we adopt leave-one-out cross validation method in our
work to get a more accurate estimation of prediction accu-
racy and Matthew's correlation coefficient[46] which are
widely used statistics for evaluating the performance of
subcellular location predictors.
The prediction accuracy and Matthew's correlation coeffi-
cient of the ith location are defined in equation 1 and
equation 2 respectively.
The overall prediction accuracy is defined in equation 3.
TP(i), TN(i), FP(i), FN(i) are the numbers of true posi-
tives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives of
the ith location. N is the total number of the sequences in
training data set.
Prediction performance
The leave-one-out cross validation result is shown in
Table 1.
After a sequence is predicted to localize at inner mem-
brane, we continue to predict its membrane protein type.
In the correctly identified 112 inner membrane proteins,
there are 106 of them predicted to be correct membrane
protein type. There are only 6 of them predicted to be
wrong membrane protein type. The method correctly pre-
dicts the membrane protein type and the submitochon-
dria location for 80.9% of the 131 inner membrane
proteins. For different membrane protein types, 84 out of
101 multi-pass inner membrane proteins are predicted
correctly, the success rate is about 83.2%; 22 out of the 30
matrix-side membrane protein are predicted correctly,
making the success rate about 73.3%.
Prediction on complete proteome
We adopt our method on the complete sequenced mito-
chondrial proteome of Arabidopsis thaliana to demon-
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Table 1: The leave one out cross validation result
Label Compartment TP TN FP FN ACC MCC
1 Inner membrane 112 173 13 19 85.5% 0.791
2 Outer membrane 21 273 3 20 51.2% 0.636
3 Matrix 137 143 29 8 94.5% 0.774
Overall accuracy 85.2%BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:518 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/518
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strate that our method can predict a fraction of protein to
different submitochondria locations. The mitochondrial
proteome of Arabidopsis thaliana is downloaded from
AMPDB[47].
The prediction result is shown in Table 2. Our method
predicts that about 21% of all proteins are in the inner
membrane, 13% of all proteins are in the outer mem-
brane and 66% of all proteins are in the matrix. The distri-
bution of the prediction result shows that the majority of
the Arabidopsis thaliana mitochondria proteome are
located at matrix. The experimental research on yeast
mitochondria proteome[48] also shows that the majority
of the mitochondria proteome are soluble proteins. This
observation consists with our prediction results. Because
only a very small part of these proteins are annotated with
submitochondria location (18 of inner membrane, 11 of
outer membrane and 15 of matrix), we can not provide a
good estimation for the prediction accuracy on this partic-
ular mitochondria proteome. However, our method can
correctly identify most of these annotated sequences (10
out of 18 of inner membrane, 11 out of 11 of outer mem-
brane and 15 out of 15 of matrix). This implies that our
method should be a novel tool for computational anno-




Because there exists no other method for predicting pro-
tein submitochondria location, we are unable to provide
a comparison with other methods. We are focusing on dif-
ferent dataset even for the membrane protein type predic-
tion part, so the comparison with other methods on the
same basis is impossible. By reviewing the performance
that most subcellular location predictors can achieve, we
can say that our method has high overall prediction accu-
racy.
Our method can identify proteins localized at the inner
membrane and matrix very well, but identifying the outer
membrane proteins does not work as well as the other two
locations. For membrane protein type prediction part, our
method can correctly predict membrane protein type for
94.6% of the correctly predicted inner membrane protein.
The accuracy of the whole cascade prediction is more than
80%. Thus, our method is an effective method for predict-
ing protein submitochondria location and the membrane
protein type for mitochondria inner membrane proteins.
We show MCC value in each location in order to show a
more comprehensive evaluation of the performance of
our predictor. Since MCC considers not only the number
of true positives but also the number of false positives,
false negatives and true negatives, it is more reliable and
more comprehensive than accuracy statistic, especially
when the training set is unbalanced. Showing MCC and
accuracy together can give the readers a clearer under-
standing on the performance of our method. The MCC
range of 0.6 to 0.7 shows that our method has good pre-
diction performance. And the accuracy we report should
not be a result of the problem caused by unbalanced train-
ing set.
Method
As we described in Method section, we set the sequence
identity cut off to 40%. As suggested by some recent
research[25], the sequence identity should be controlled
at level 25% to get rid of the homologues and redundancy
bias. But if we use such low cut off value, we can not
obtain enough sequences to build sufficient large training
set. Thus we use a higher sequence identity cut off value in
order to get a balance between the homologues bias and
the training set size.
We have tried different segmentation numbers which is
the parameter c in our method. The prediction results of c
= 1, 2, 3, 4 are shown in Table 3. It is very interesting that
the prediction accuracy of every submitochondria loca-
tion seems to peak at a special c value. Two of these peaks
and the overall accuracy peak are on the same c value. This
c value is 2. So we finally choose c = 2 as an optimized
parameter in our method.
Another technique that had been rarely used previously in
subcellular location prediction studies is the 9 kinds of
physicochemical properties that we used in our method.
As we described in Method section, only 1 kind of physi-
cochemical property had been used in Chou's pseudo-
amino acid composition. Here we show a comparison
result to demonstrate the usefulness of the additional
physicochemical properties. We exclude all physicochem-
ical properties except "Hydrophilicity value" and "Con-
sensus normalized hydrophobicity" and perform
prediction with these 2 properties. The comparison result
is shown in Table 4. We find that the decrease in accuracy
is significant after we exclude 7 kinds of physicochemical
properties, especially the accuracy at outer membrane
Table 2: Prediction result on complete mitochondria proteome 
of Arabidopsis thaliana
Locations Number of sequence Proportion
Inner membrane 109 21%
Outer membrane 64 13%
Matrix 323 66%
Over all 496 100%BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:518 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/518
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location. We believe that this decrease in accuracy is the
result of losing information about long distance interac-
tion between residues along the sequence.
Software
The available data on submitochondria location in Swiss-
Prot database increases rapidly, so we designed our soft-
ware with an upgradeable architecture. The model we
used in our software can be updated if a certain amount of
new data is available. We will publish these updates on
the web site of SubMito.
Another point we need to make it clear is that SubMito
only predicts submitochondria location for a mitochon-
dria protein. Users of SubMito should only submit known
or predicted mitochondria protein to SubMito. If users
only have an amino acid sequence, they should use Mito-
Pred (which is the best mitochondria protein predictor in
our opinion) to predict whether the sequence is a mito-
chondria protein first. If the user submits a predicted
mitochondrial protein to SubMito, the program's rate of
false positives will be higher, as some of the submitted
proteins will be false positives generated by the mitochon-
drial prediction server.
Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a computational system for pre-
dicting protein submitochondria location only from its
primary sequence. Like subnuclear location prediction,
submitocondria location predictor can predict the loca-
tion of a protein with higher precision than subcellular
location prediction. Online service and software SubMito
has been developed for predicting protein submitochon-
dria location. By reviewing similar work at the subcellular




The raw data set used in this work is extracted from Swiss-
Prot[49] release 48.0. To construct a high quality working
dataset, we use the following steps to process all
sequences extracted from the database.
(1) The sequences which have a subcellular location
annotation containing word "mitochondrion" are
selected. The following steps are done on this subset of all
sequences.
(2) The sequences which have a subcellular location
annotation containing any of the words "Probable",
"Potential", "Possible" or "By Similarity" are excluded,
because their annotations are lack of confidence.
(3) The sequences containing ambiguous residues like
"X", "B" and "Z" are excluded.
(4) The sequences which are fragment of other proteins
are excluded.
(5) The sequences which localize at more than one submi-
tochondria location are excluded.
(6) The left sequences are processed using the CD-HIT[50]
program to remove the highly homologues sequences.
The identity between any 2 sequences in the processed
data set is less than 40%. The identity cut off is set to 40%
in order to get a balance between the homologous bias
and the size of the training set.
(7) The sequences localizing at inner membrane without
membrane protein type annotation like "multi-pass
membrane protein", "matrix side" or "peripheral mem-
brane protein" are excluded.
Table 4: Prediction accuracy for different number of 
physicochemical properties
Location Using 9 properties Using 2 properties
Inner membrane 85.5% 86.3%
Outer membrane 51.2% 29.3%
Matrix 94.5% 91.0%
Over All 85.2% 81.1%
Table 3: Prediction accuracy for different c
Location c = 1 c = 2 c = 3 c = 4
Inner membrane 80.9% 85.5% 83.9% 82.4%
Outer membrane 51.2% 51.2% 36.5% 34.1%
Matrix 93.1% 94.5% 95.9% 93.8%
Over all 82.4% 85.2% 83.0% 81.1%BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:518 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/518
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(8) The submitochondria locations or the membrane pro-
tein type containing less than 15 sequences are dropped.
After strictly following the above steps, we finally obtain
317 sequences classified into 3 submitochondria loca-
tions. Table 5 shows the distribution of the data.
Feature vector
Proteins localized at different submitochondria locations
have different N-terminal or C-terminal targeting signal
peptides. Andrade, et al. [5] have pointed out that at the
subcellular level, the average physicochemical properties
of a protein molecular surface are adapted to the micro
environment the protein localized at, and the average
physicochemical properties of the molecular surface are
correlated with the amino acid composition of the
sequence. The investigation of Markov Chain[16] method
and the work based on pseudo-amino acid composi-
tion[10] imply that the long distance interaction between
residues is correlated with the subcellular location. We
assume these are still correct at submitochondria level. So
we attempt to construct a feature vector representing the
targeting signal information, the average physicochemical
properties of molecular surface and the long distance
interactions between residues along the whole sequence.
The feature vector is made up by three parts. Before con-
structing the first two parts, the sequence is segmented
into c same length segmentations.
The first part of the feature vector is the amino acid com-
position which is the occurrence frequencies of different
residues. Assume the length of the ith segmentation is Li,
and the numbers of different residues appear in the ith
segmentation are n1, n2, ..., n20, the amino acid composi-
tion vector of the ith segmentation is defined in equation
4.
The amino acid composition may represent the average
physicochemical properties of the molecular surface
according to our assumptions, but the amino acid compo-
sition vector contains no sequence order information of
the residues. We use the dipeptide composition which
denotes the occurrence frequencies of two consecutive res-
idues as the second part of the feature vector in order to
add some sequence order information to the amino acid
composition. Since we segment the sequence into c seg-
mentations, this part of the feature vector may represent
the sequence order information of different part of the
sequence, especially the N-terminal and C-terminal target-
ing signal peptides. Assume that the numbers of different
dipeptide appear in the ith segmentation are n1, n2, ...,
n400, the dipeptide composition is defined in equation 5.
After constructing the first two parts of the feature vector,
the c segmentations are merged together to form a com-
plete sequence again. The physicochemical properties of
the residues are considered in the third part of the feature
vector in order to involve some information about long
distance interactions between residues. Chou used three
kinds of physicochemical properties in his pseudo-amino
acid composition[10,14,15], two kinds of properties in
his amphiphilic pseudo-amino acid composition[25,38].
We choose 9 kinds of physicochemical properties which
had been used in other researches[51,52] for our prob-
lem. We hope this will involve more information about
the long distance interactions between residues along the
sequence.
The first step to construct the third part of the feature vec-
tor is to replace the amino acid residues with the normal-
ized amino acid indexes, which are numbers representing
the physicochemical properties of the residue. The 9 phys-
icochemical properties selected in our work are listed in
Table 6. For the ith amino acid index extracted from AAIn-
dex database[53], we use the normalization procedure
described by equation 6 to 8 which has been used in
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Table 5: The distribution of data set
Label Compartment Number of Sequence
1 Inner membrane 131
2 Outer membrane 41
3 Matrix 145
Total 317
The proteins localized at inner membrane are classified into 2 classes 
containing different membrane protein type. The "multi-pass 
membrane protein" has 101 sequences, and the "matrix side 
membrane protein" has 30 sequences.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:518 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/518
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For each property, the replacement produces a serial of
numbers. Assume that for the ith property, the serial is
, where L is the length of the sequence and
,1 ≤ k ≤ L is the ith normalized amino acid index of the
kth residue in the sequence. Then we calculate the value of
auto correlation function Ri(τ), 1 ≤ τ ≤ T using equation 9,
where T is a constant.
So for each property, we get the third part of the feature
vector which may involve some information about the
long distance interactions between residues along the
sequence.
Finally, three parts of the feature vector, the c amino acid
composition vectors, c dipeptide composition vectors and
9 auto correlation vectors are combined to form a
420c+9T dimension feature vector as equation 11.
After several testing, we found that c = 2 and T = 20 are the
best parameters for the prediction.
Prediction algorithm
SVM is machine learning algorithm based on Statistical
Learning Theory which was introduced by Vapnik. It
searches for an optimal separating hyper plane which
maximizes the margin in feature space. SVM was origi-
nally introduced to solve binary classification problem. A
one-versus-one framework was adopted in this work to
deal with the multi-class classification problem. Alto-
gether 4 classifiers were designed using SVM. For every
two locations listed in Table 7, we construct a classifier,
and for two different membrane protein types at inner
membrane, the 4th classifier is constructed.
Since the RBF kernel is the most flexible and the most
widely used kernel function, a RBF kernel function is used
in our classifier. The RBF kernel function is described as
the following:
where  i and  j are feature vectors, and γ is a parameter.
We use a grid search approach assisted by manually trial
to find a good parameter combination for C and γ for each
classifier, where C is the cost parameter of SVM and γ is the
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Table 6: The 9 physicochemical properties used in this work
Properties description Reference
Hydrophilicity value Hopp-Woods (1981)
Mean polarity Radzicka-Wolfenden (1988)
Isoelectric point Zimmerman et al .(1968)
Refractivity McMeekin et al. (1964)
Average flexibility indices Bhaskaran-Ponnuswamy (1988)
Average volume of buried residue Chothia (1975)
Electron-ion interaction potential values Cosic (1994)
Transfer free energy to surface Bull-Breese (1974)
Consensus normalized hydrophobicity Eisenberg (1984)
All the information in this table is derived from AAIndex database.
Table 7: The classifiers parameters and accuracy
Classifier C γ Leave-one-out accuracy
inmem_otmem 100 0.001 90.7%
inmem_matrx 100 0.005 90.9%
matrx_otmem 100 0.001 91.4%
mlps_mtrx 100 0.007 92.4%
The parameter C and γ are manually searched to get as high accuracy as possible. The "inmem" means inner membrane, "otmem" means outer 
membrane, "matrx" means matrix, "mlps" means multi-pass membrane and "mtrx" means the matrix side.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:518 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/518
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parameter in RBF kernel function. The results of parame-
ter optimization and leave-one-out cross validation accu-
racy for the four classifiers are shown in Table 3.
While predicting submitochondria location for a test sam-
ple, the first 3 classifiers take a vote on the test sample. The
test sample gets a score for each of the 3 submitochondria
locations. And it will predict the location as being that
with the highest score. If the three locations have the same
score, the predictor reports "unknown" as a result. If the
test sample is predicted to localize at inner membrane
then the forth classifier predicts the membrane protein
type for the test sample.
Availability and requirements
Project name: SubMito.
Project home page: http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/
subMito.
Operating system: online service is web based; local ver-
sion of the software is platform independent.
Programming language: Java and PHP.
Other requirements: online service needs a web browser
supporting JavaScript. Local version of the software needs
Java Runtime Environment version higher than 1.5.0.
License: free.
For non-academics use, please contact daulyd@tsing-
hua.edu.cn.
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